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Abstract
We present a high-performance app for Cytoscape to visualize cross-linking mass-spectrometry (XL-MS)
data. XlinkCyNET is an open-source Java plugin that generates residue-to-residue connections provided
by XL-MS in protein interaction networks. Importantly, it provides an interactive interface for the
exploration of cross-links and offers various options to display protein domains. XlinkCyNET works well
in complex networks containing thousands of proteins.

Introduction
In systems biology, it is essential to understand what biomolecules are involved in different biological
processes and how they coordinate to precisely execute an immensely broad range of cellular functions
through interactions[1]. An indispensable approach to visualize and interpret these interactions is to use
network diagrams. So far, several software tools have been developed for this purpose, such as Biogrid[2]
and Cytoscape[3]. Among various options, Cytoscape is arguably one of the most popular network
visualization tools. In particular, it offers a great selection of plugins capable of customizing layouts to
facilitate the interpretation of the data (e.g., Cerebral [4] and stringApp[5]). However, a plugin that allows
the detailed visualization of residue-to-residue connections from cross-linking mass spectrometry (XL-
MS) data and annotation of protein domains is still lacking. In light of the suitability and versatility
provided by the Cytoscape platform, here we introduce XlinkCyNET, a Cytoscape app that supports the
visualization of XL-MS data. We present a step-by-step protocol onto illustrate the usage of XlinkCyNET
and describe the functionality functions of important parameters.

Reagents

Equipment
Software

•          Cytoscape 3.0 or later

•          Java 8 or later

•          XlinkCyNET is freely available from Cytoscape App Store:
http://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/xlinkcynet, and https://www.theliulab.com/software/XlinkCyNET.

Procedure
1.        App installation:

1.1. Install Cytoscape on your computer.

1.2. Download XlinkCyNET app

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0165614714001126?via%3Dihub
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/47/D1/D529/5204333
https://genome.cshlp.org/content/13/11/2498
https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/23/8/1040/199068
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jproteome.8b00702
http://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/xlinkcynet
https://www.theliulab.com/software/XlinkCyNET
https://cytoscape.org/
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1.2.1. Launch Cytoscape. Go to Apps menu -> App Manager… -> search for XlinkCyNET -> click on Install.

1.2.2. Click on the Download button at https://www.theliulab.com/software/XlinkCyNET.

1.2.2.1. Launch Cytoscape. Go to Apps menu -> App Manager… -> click on Install from �le and select the
jar plugin downloaded in step 1.2.2.

2.        Work�ow

The following work�ow demonstrates how to use XlinkCyNET in Cytoscape.

2.1. In Cytoscape, load a protein interaction network by clicking on File menu -> Import -> Network from
�le.

2.1.1. The input �le must have the following columns, which should be assigned to the correct column
type in Cytoscape. (Figure 1)

Required columns:

gene_a -> represents the node name: source node (Local),

gene_b -> represents the node name: target node (Local),

length_protein_a -> represents the number of residues of protein a: Source Node Attribute (Shared),

length_protein_b -> represents the number of residues of protein b: Target Node Attribute (Shared),

protein_a -> represents the Uniprot protein accession number of protein a in the following format:
db|Unique_Identi�er|Entry_Name: Source Node Attribute (Shared),

protein_b -> represents the Uniprot protein accession number of protein b in the following format:
db|Unique_Identi�er|Entry_Name: Target Node Attribute (Shared),

pro_site_ab -> represents all links (inter and intra) between protein a and b. The links must be separated
by ‘#’: Source Node Attribute (Shared),

pro_site_ba -> represents all links (inter and intra) between protein b and a. The links must be separated
by ‘#’: Target Node Attribute (Shared).

https://www.theliulab.com/software/XlinkCyNET
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Figure 1: Example of input �le of an interaction network in Cytoscape.

2.2. Once an interaction network is loaded, XlinkCyNET can be applied automatically to display the
residue interaction layout. Two options are currently available: applying the layout to a single node or a
set of nodes.

2.2.1. Apply the layout to a single node. After selecting a node, the layout can be applied by clicking on
Apps menu -> XlinkCyNET -> Apply layout (or by pressing CTRL + E). The node will be expanded based on
the length of the protein (i.e., number of residues). All cross-links will be displayed* as well as annotated
protein domains** (Figure 2). Note that at least one node needs to be selected, otherwise a warning
message will be displayed. To restore the original layout, press CTRL + E again.

*If ‘Display Intralink’ and/or ‘Display Interlink’ is checked. See step 2.4.1.1 for more details.

**If domain annotation is loaded for the protein. See step 2.3 for more details.

Figure 2: Example of applying layout of protein-protein interactions to single / multiple nodes

2.2.1.1. Another way to apply cross-link layouts on single nodes is by right-clicking on the node -> Apps ->
XlinkCyNET (or by pressing CTRL + U). A new window will be opened (Figure 3).

2.2.1.1. Troubleshooting: If the Node table does not contain length_protein_a or length_protein_b
columns, no window will be opened.

Figure 3: Applying protein-protein interaction layouts to single nodes.

2.2.1.1.2. The protein node can be expanded horizontally or vertically, according to the checked
Expansion option.

2.2.1.1.3. The length of the protein expansion is determined by the value of scaling factor, which ranges
between 0.1 (small) and 1 (original protein length).
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2.2.1.1.4. Protein domain annotations can be downloaded from Supfam [6][7] or Pfam [8] databases by
clicking on the respective button. All domain annotations will be automatically incorporated in the table
under column “Domain”.

2.2.1.1.5. Protein domains can also be added by inserting domain information directly in the table§. The
following information can be included: Domain, Start Residue, End Residue, and Color. Columns marked
as (*) are required. Colors for protein domains can be chosen manually, otherwise random colors will be
displayed***.  New rows can be inserted by CTRL + I and existing rows can be deleted by CTRL + D.

***Speci�c colors for protein domains can also be set globally from Apps menu -> XlinkCyNET -> Protein
Domains -> Set domains color (or by pressing CTRL + T). For more details, see step 2.3.3.

§Supfam/Pfam computes the domain reliability for the protein, which is represented by e-value.

2.2.1.1.6. To apply the layout, click on OK button. An example is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.1.1.6.1. Once protein domain annotations have been loaded into a node, they will be inserted into the
Cytoscape Node Table in the column domain_annotation.

2.2.1.1.7. The original node layout can be restored by clicking on Restore style button.

2.2.2. Apply the layout to a set of nodes: If more than one node has been selected, the layout can be
automatically applied by pressing CTRL + E (Figure 2). The original layout can be restored to all nodes by
pressing CTRL + E again.

2.2.3. The process can be aborted by clicking on Cancel button.

2.3. In XlinkCyNET, protein domains can be loaded, exported and the color of a speci�c domain can be
selected under domain global settings, Apps -> XlinkCyNET -> Protein Domains.

2.3.1. Protein domains can be loaded by clicking on Apps -> XlinkCyNET -> Protein Domains -> Load (or
by pressing CTRL + R). A new window will be opened (Figure 4).

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022283601950806?via%3Dihub
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/47/D1/D490/5184710
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/40/D1/D290/2903007
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Figure 4: Load domains for a set of proteins.

Protein domains can be added manually, by inserting the corresponding information in the table or
importing from a text �le.

2.3.1.1. Node Name, which represents exactly the name set up to the node (case-sensitive).

2.3.1.2. Domain(s), which represents all domains that are displayed for the protein. The following pattern
is required: name_of_domain[start_range-end_range], other_name_of_domain[start_range-end_range].
Different domains are comma-separated.

2.3.1.3. To insert a new row in the table, press CTRL + I; to delete an existing row, press CTRL + D.

2.3.1.4. Protein domain annotations can be downloaded from Supfam [6][7] or Pfam [8] databases by
clicking on the respective button. All domain annotations will be automatically incorporated in the table
under column “Domain”.

2.3.1.5. An input �le with node names and domains can be imported through File menu -> Import �le.

2.3.1.5.1. Two formats of the input �le are currently supported: comma-separated (CSV) and tab-
delimited (tab) formats. The CSV �les must align with the format in the table (Node Name, Domains****).
XlinkCyNET can also recognize tab �les that are directly downloaded from Uniprot. However, they must
contain the following columns: Gene names (in Names & Taxonomy category); and Topological domain
(in Subcellular location category).

2.3.1.5.2. Domain information can also be copied and pasted from an external table following the same
format (Node Name, Domains****).

**** Protein domains must follow the same pattern of columns described in 2.3.1.2.

2.3.1.6. To load protein domains, click on OK button. A message will be displayed con�rming the process.

2.3.1.6.1. Once the protein domain annotations have been loaded, they will be inserted into the Cytoscape
Node Table in the column domain_annotation.

2.3.1.7. The process can be aborted by clicking on Cancel button.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022283601950806?via%3Dihub
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/47/D1/D490/5184710
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/40/D1/D290/2903007
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2.3.2. To export the protein domains, click on Apps menu -> XlinkCyNET -> Protein Domains -> Export (or
by pressing CTRL + D). A message will be displayed showing the selected network and a new window will
be opened to set the �le name. All protein domains will be exported to a CSV �le.

2.3.3. To customize the colors of protein domains, click on Apps menu -> XlinkCyNET -> Protein Domains
-> Set domains color, or press CTRL + T. A new window will be opened, and all loaded domains will be
displayed in the table (Figure 5).

2.3.3.1. Click on the corresponding cell and select a color from the palette (Figure 6).

Figure 5: Customize protein domain color

 

Figure 6: Color palette in Cytoscape.

2.4. XlinkCyNET includes a set of features for the display of legends and nodes of cross-links. The
Settings panel can be opened by clicking on Apps menu -> XlinkCyNET -> Settings, or by clicking on
XlinkCyNET Settings tab in the Control panel on the right side of the Cytoscape window (Figure 7).

Figure 7: XlinkCyNET Settings

2.4.1. The settings are grouped into two categories: Link and Node.

2.4.1.1. Intralinks and interlinks can be displayed or hidden separately based on the respective check
options. Once checked, their colors can be modi�ed by clicking on the color palette (Figure 6).

2.4.1.1.1. The opacity of the link can be modi�ed within the range of 0 (transparent) to 255 (opaque). The
width of the link can also be modi�ed within the range of 1 (thin) and 10 (thick).

2.4.1.1.2. The legend can be displayed or hidden by checking the respective option. Once checked, it’s the
font size and opacity can be modi�ed. Opacity ranges between 0 (transparent) to 255 (opaque). Nodes
need to be moved once to update the new settings in the network.

2.4.1.2. Some features of the nodes can also be modi�ed, including the font size of the node name as
well as the color, opacity and width of the node border (Figure 7).
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2.5. For any further questions, please send an email to diogobor@gmail.com or visit our website at Apps -
> XlinkCyNET -> About.

Troubleshooting
2.2.1.a. Troubleshooting: If no network is loaded or selected, no action will be done.

2.2.1.b. Troubleshooting: If the purpose of the analysis is to investigate intermolecular interactions, we
recommend unchecking the ‘Display Intralink’ option before applying the layout, in order to speed up the
application of the layout.

2.2.1.c. Troubleshooting: Once the goal is to analyze as many proteins as possible at the same time, we
recommend enabling the ‘Always Show Graphics Details’ option, as shown in Figure 8.

2.2.1.1. Troubleshooting: If the Node table does not contain length_protein_a or length_protein_b
columns, no window will be opened.

2.2.1.1.4. Troubleshooting: If there is no internet connection or Supfam/Pfam website is o�ine, an alert
will be shown in Cytoscape Task History.

2.2.1.1.6.2. Troubleshooting: Once the goal is to analyze as many proteins as possible at the same time,
we recommend enabling the ‘Always Show Graphics Details’ option, as shown in Figure 7.

2.2.2. Troubleshooting: Once the goal is to analyze as many proteins as possible at the same time, we
recommend enabling the ‘Always Show Graphics Details’ option, as shown in Figure 7.

2.3.1.4. Troubleshooting: If there is no internet connection or Supfam/Pfam website is o�ine, an alert will
be shown in Cytoscape Task History.

2.3.1.5.2. Troubleshooting: If there is a typo in the Domain column, information will not be loaded, and a
warning message will be shown in Cytoscape Task History.

2.3.1.6. Troubleshooting: If the domains are being searched in the Supfam/Pfam database and the
process has not been completed, a warning message will be displayed asking for con�rmation.

2.3.1.7. Troubleshooting: If the domains are being searched in the Supfam/Pfam database and the
process has not been completed, a warning message will be displayed asking for con�rmation.

2.4. Troubleshooting: If control panel is hidden, go to View menu -> Show Control Panel.

mailto:diogobor@gmail.com
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Time Taken

Anticipated Results
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Figure 1

Example of input �le of an interaction network in Cytoscape.

Figure 2

Example of applying layout of protein-protein interactions to single / multiple nodes.
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Figure 3

Applying protein-protein interaction layouts to single nodes.
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Figure 4

Load domains for a set of proteins.
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Figure 5

Customize protein domain color.
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Figure 6

Color palette in Cytoscape.
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Figure 7

XlinkCyNET Settings.
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Figure 8

Enabling option to always render all graphics details in Cytoscape.


